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CEDARVILLE BOY SITS OUTSIDE CASTLE GATES WATCHING FOR KAISER

"Ted" Richards of Cedarville, Ohio, is affectionately known as "Chief" to his friends and acquaintances. He is a man of few words, but has a reputation for being brave and resourceful. He is often found sitting outside the castle gates, watching for Kaiser, who he believes is the true king of the Netherlands.

The castle is a popular tourist attraction, and Chief is known to be a bit of a eccentric. He is often seen wearing a hat and carrying a sword, and is known for his love of adventure.

Chief has been a resident of Cedarville for over 20 years, and has lived in the same house since he was a young boy. He is married to a local woman, and they have three children.

Chief's love for Kaiser is a mystery to many, but he is dedicated to his cause. He believes that Kaiser is the true ruler of the Netherlands, and will do whatever it takes to see him crowned.
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Pathe laboratories at Paris which I haze pool baze pool baze pool. He has 3 trute but de Xenia Gazette put all ple to raad und brangt all de boys und de manns und 1 aan shop daar in dts town vaar he der town von Zaderville und 1 vot be have in ·hiss head vor de peo-
vot · spake all tide of. talking to a Dutchwan barber here to all of the boys and remember me been to America. I asked him dink dat he not all tide spake vot is de other day who says that he hait .j,

Delft and its quaint old - streets and places so hallowed wij;h antiquity and historical •traditions and facts, and of an evening as I sit t)lere on the balcony above the quiet canal sipping tea from a genuine old Delft fa1elte. (Perhaps you know of the notorious "Delft Ware").

Life and youth is certainly mysterious.

Here is luck to you and best wishe~ Big grass and green bower where the most singular scenery is as things are nigh to the point of absolute reality. This is the most romantic country on the globe. The grand chimes tolling from the great spire that leans dangerously like the tower of Pisa.

This all looks good on paper Chief, but the best I could accomplish would be... my foot, a Bellwort, ever happened to grace this spot so far from home. Life and youth is certainly mysterious.